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G radient-Index (GRIN) optics is a 
relatively new technology in op

tical imaging systems. The idea is to 
introduce additional degrees of free
dom into a lens design by varying the 
refractive index inside a lens element. 
If the new degrees of freedom are ef
fective at correcting aberrations, one 
can generally improve the system per
formance over the equivalent homo
geneous system using the same num
ber of elements. Alternatively, one 
may reduce the number of elements 
required to meet fixed performance 
criteria. 

There are two categories of G R I N 
profiles that are particularly useful in 
imaging system design. The first is the 
"axial" gradient, so named because 
the index is a function of the coordi
nate along the optic axis. An axial 
G R I N profile in combination with a 
spherical surface is virtually equiva
lent to an aspheric surface, with the 
refraction varied across the aperture 
by a local change in refractive index 
(as opposed to a local change in cur
vature). 

The second major G R I N category 
is the "radial" G R I N profile. The in
dex profile in a radial G R I N varies as 
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a function of the radius in the lens ele
ment. Unlike their axial counterparts, 
radial GRINs have optical power due 
to the G R I N profile. As a result, they 
can be used both to focus light and to 
correct aberrations that depend on 
power. When combined with spheri
cal surfaces, large radial G R I N ele
ments can be used to substantially re
duce the required number of lens ele

ments (usually by a factor of three) 
while maintaining systems specifica
tions. 

GRIN materials 

While results of lens design studies 
have been encouraging, the materials 
needed to fabricate these designs are 
only now being developed. G R I N 
lens designs can require changes in re
fractive index (An) of up to 0.10 that 
extend over many millimeters. Very 
large ns (up to 0.271) are possible 
using ion exchange in glass, but the 
diffusion depths are practically limit
ed to a few millimeters. 

A recent collaboration between re-

FIGURE 7. Layout of the M19 binocular objective (efl = 150 mm, f/3, hfov 
= 3.7°). 
Top: 3-element homogeneous objective 
Bottom: 2-element GRIN objective. GRIN profile is in rear of first element 
(from reference 8). 
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searchers at the University of Roches
ter and Tokyo Institute of Technology 
has resulted in a method for making 
large radial GRINs by using a sol-gel 
process.2 The idea is to make a doped 
porous gel, partially leach out the 
dopant (which happens very quickly 
because the glass is porous), and con
solidate the glass. Radial GRINs with 
8 mm apertures and ns of 0.025 are 
routinely produced using this meth
od. 

In plastics, large (22 mm aperture) 
radial G R I N profiles have also been 
made using a two-step co-polymeriza
tion process.3 An axial G R I N profile 
20 mm in depth and with a An of 
0.07 was also fabricated in plastic.4 

G R I N lenses are now being used in 
some prototype imaging systems. 
Fabrication of an axial G R I N colli
mator for an optical disk head was re
cently reported, 5 as was a radial 
G R I N objective lens for an optical 

disk head. 6 A retrofit to the M19 bin
ocular system was designed and fabri
cated using an axial G R I N lens ele
ment. 7 , 8 The resulting three-to-two 
reduction in objective lens elements is 
depicted in Fig. 7. 

In summary, the recent activity in 
G R I N optical imaging systems has 
been concentrated in the area of fabri
cation. Since the benefits of using 
them are well known, it is reasonable 
to expect that they will be employed 
in an increasing number of lens de
signs as suitable materials become 
available. Judging from recent pro
gress, that may occur in the near fu
ture. 
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Optical design of holographic 
gratings 
by George Lawrence 

S ince the invention of the holo
gram, lens designers have consid

ered this intriguing device for various 
applications, particularly designs for 
laser systems. Holographic optical el
ements (HOEs) may be made directly 
by computer generation or by optical 
construction methods. Computer 
generation is in some senses ideal be
cause the designer has complete con
trol of the hologram grating lines. 
Computer generation of holograms is 
of interest primarily for surface holo
grams rather than volume holograms 
and is at present restricted to relative

ly small diameter devices on flat sur
faces. 

Optical fabrication is of consider
able interest for large diameter de
vices, application on curved surfaces, 
and volume holograms. Such applica
tions as heads-up displays for air
planes, and lately for automobiles, re
quires the hologram to be put on the 
curved windshield. Optical construc
tion of this type of hologram remains 
a very useful method of fabrication. 

Life is comparatively simple for the 
hologram designer when the end-use 
and fabrication wavelengths are the 

same and the resulting hologram 
may, in fact, compensate for aberra
tions in the forming systems. A more 
challenging but frequently encoun
tered problem is the requirement to 
fabricate the H O E in the green-blue 
region of the spectrum where holo
graphic materials are sensitive to the 
use of the hologram at either shorter 
or longer wavelengths. For example, 
laser diodes are ideal for many instru
ments, with compact disk players the 
most commercially important. Unfor
tunately, they operate at about .8 
µm—wel l away f rom commonly 
available holographic materials. 

To build holograms for use with la
ser diodes by optical methods, we 
need to design optics that will put in 
compensating aberrations dur ing 
short wavelength fabrication so that 
in end-use at long wavelength the de
vice will be free of aberration. This 
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